
INSTALLATION GUIDE
2015+ WRX Intake

Tools Required:
8mm Socket
10mm Socket
3/8” Ratchet
Philips Screwdriver
Trim removal tool
2mm Allen

WHat’s in the box:
1x MAP WRX Intake Tube
1x Air FIlter
2x 3” Silicone Couplers
1x 6” Velocity Stack
1x MAF Extension Harness
4x Worm clamps
1x Heat Shield

1. Remove Factory Intake Scoop 2. Unplug MAF on the rear of airbox 3. Unclip Airbox



4. Remove Bolt holding Airbox in car 5. Continued

6.  Loosen clamp from airbox to intake 
tube and remove rear section of airbox

7. Remove factory MAF 8. Raise car in the air, or crawl under and 
remove undertray, then loosen bolt holding 
intake tube to chassis
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9. Loosen clamp on intake to 
turbo connection

10. Remove intake tube from car

5. Pull Upwards on front part of airbox 
and pull up and towards you to remove

11. Remove one screw, and 3 clips holding 
passenger fender liner to bumper, pull back
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12. Assemble intake. Install MAF into new 
tube with hardware and set to the side

14. Remove 10mm (head) bolt pictured, Install MAP Intake heat 
shield using phillips head screws and bolt you removed earlier

15. install coupler onto turbo 
and tighten clamp

16. Remove Stud from factory Intake 16. Remove Stud from factory Intake 17. Install Stud onto chassis 

13. Remove 2 phillips head screws 
on the ECU

13. Continued
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THank you for choosing maperformance!

If you have any problems or concerns during installation of this product, feel free to call or email us: 

1-888-MAPERFORMANCE
ajohnson@maperformance.com

Show us some photos! @maperformance / #maperformance

19. Continued

19. Plug in MAF Extension harness on the 
factory harness up top, then plug into the MAF

20. Reinstall Splash shield and splash guard you removed earlier , and you can also 
install the factory Air scoop if you would like to keep it. You are now ready to go!

18. Slide intake and clamp into place and tighten clamp, ensure 
you line up the bracket on the intake to the stud then tighten - 10mm socket


